Exhibit B
Fedora Visibility

OLPC and Red Hat will agree on an appropriate design including graphical placement of "based on Fedora" during the entire initial phase of the boot process. Such treatment may be in the form of the proposed designs attached hereto.

In addition, during the XO animation at boot time, the parties will agree on the design and placement of a graphical treatment of "based on Fedora", and such may take the form of a logo on the lower right as the XO animation proceeds. Samples of such treatments of the “based on Fedora” phrases are attached hereto.
Graphic 1 (below):

```
Advanced Linux Sound Architecture Driver Version 1.0.12rc1 (Thu Jun 22 13:35:00 2006 UTC).
RSoC version 0.12.1
AG1988 Soc Audio Codec
soc: AC97 <> bcSoC-as97 mapping ok
AG1988 AG97 reset failed
AC97 link error
soc-audio: probe of soc-audio failed with error -E
ALSA device lists:
  No soundcards found.
TCP audio registered
NEI: Registered protocol family 1
NEI: Registered protocol family 17
rtc-bfin rtc-bfin: setting the system clock to 2007-12-11 10:22:56 (1197997976)
Freeing unused kernel memory: 5028K freed
```

Graphic 2 (below):